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A. INTRODUCTION

In the final part of your development of the kernel, you use the interrupt
processing capabilities of your kernel to create tasks that provide interrupt
driven input/output. User programs will then be able to call Getc, Putc
and any other primitives you choose to implement to access input and
output streams on RS-232 hardware.

We also expect that during this final stage of development you will
polish the code of your kernel, integrating more tightly the functionality
you have implemented and thereby making the code more robust.

We expect that the documentation you provide with this assignment
documents your kernel completely, and it will be marked with this in
mind.

Comment. If you are like me you have skimped on error-checking in your
kernel development. This is a good time to flesh it out. In doing so divide
the errors you can detect into two categories:

• errors from which it is possible to recover at run-time, and
• errors that require reprogramming.

I expect that you will find many more in the second category than in the
first, because detecting an error is much easier that recovering from it. All
the same internal error-detection that requires reprogramming is very
useful because in most cases it provides precise diagnosis of the error.

B. DESCRIPTION

This is the part of the kernel in which you have the most freedom to make
your own design decisions. Two primitives,

• int Getc( int channel ), and
• int Putc( int channel, char ch ),

are required but you will very likely wish to add others.

b.1. KERNEL

In theory this part of the kernel requires no code to be added to or
changed in your kernel. In practice, students often have a todo list of
modifications they had insufficient time to do during the earlier parts of
kernel development, and this is a good opportunity to incorporate them.
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b.2. SERVER TASKS

In class I have described several task structures for creating serial servers.
What I have described does not exhaust the possible, and how you
structure them is implementation-dependent. You should, however,
describe the task structure you chose, and why you chose it, in your
documentation.

Regardless of task structure, you must implement Putc and Getc with
the semantics of the kernel description. They should be wrapper functions
that wrap Sends to the serial server(s). The task ids for Send should be
obtained by the client, using a call to the name server.

b.3. TASKS TO TEST SERIAL IO.

To test your serial IO we ask you to redo assignment 1, the polling loop,
this time using interrupt IO. What collection of tasks you use is
implementation-dependent, but you should describe and explain your
design decisions.

b.4. IMPLEMENTATION COMMENTS

Until now you have been using busy-wait IO for debugging. It is not
possible to continue doing interrupt-mediated IO after you have called a
busy-wait primitive.* It is, however, possible to do busy-wait IO on one
UART while doing interrupt IO on the other.

The operation of your system depends on the priorities you choose.
Starting with all tasks at the same priority and adjusting up and down is a
good way of avoiding dead-ends.

C. HAND IN

Hand in the following, nicely formatted and printed.
1. A description of how to operate your program, including the full

pathname of your executable file which we will download for testing.

2. A description of the structure of your entire kernel.† We will judge
your kernel primarily on the basis of this description. Describe which
algorithms and data structures you used and why you chose them.

3. The location of all source code you created for the assignment and a
set of MD5 hashes of each file. The code must remain unmodified
after submission until the assignments are returned.

4. A listing of all files submitted.
* Strictly speaking, it is possible if you re-initialize the hardware, but this

is not easy using normal Notifier/Server configurations. You have to
do a little initialization before doing busy-wait IO, but not much.

† If you have been accumulating your hand in documents as you have
gone along, you have much of the work already done. Earl says, and
his is the opinion that matters, that you documentation so far has been
good.


